CIGR RESOLUTION 2018-001

To Replace a President of CIGR not Able to Complete his/her Term

Whereas the current President is not able to complete his term of service;

Whereas it is of the utmost importance that the Presidium be complete in its membership;

Whereas CIGR statutes require broad geographical representation;

Whereas a member of the Presidium must have an outstanding record of contributions to the profession and the mission of CIGR; and

Whereas a member of the Presidium must be willing and able to invest the time and effort required to manage and provide leadership CIGR; then

Therefore, be it resolved that a President of CIGR unable to complete his/her term will be replaced.

Therefore, be it further resolved that the individual replacing the unable President will serve the remaining term as President, after which he/she will serve as Past President as required by CIGR statues.

Therefore, be it further resolved that the Presidium will nominate a capable candidate for replacing the person unable to conduct the role of President.

Therefore, be it further resolved that the proposed candidate to replace the President be ratified by a simple majority vote of CIGR voting members.